
Fred’s Prayer  
for the Week
 God of light and truth,
There is so much we don’t understand.
Open our hearts and minds
to learn the lessons you wish to teach us.
We ask this through Christ our Lord.   Amen                                    

God bless,  Fred (Chaplain)

St Columba’s Catholic Boys’ School Week Ending  
Friday 16 November 2018

Issue CCXLV
13 pagesWeekly News    

“You’re braver than you 
believe and stronger and 
smarter than you think.”

Winnie-the-Pooh

Message  
from the 
Head Teacher

In Remembrance

I’m not someone who 
thinks that mobile 
phones and social media 
are intrinsically evil; I 
believe that they offer us 
many more benefits than 
problems. Pooh’s advice, as 
is often the case, is right. 
Social media can make 
us all feel inadequate if 
we only read about other 
peoples’ successes and 
brilliance. Just because 
someone has tweeted it 
or added it to other social 
media it doesn’t mean it’s 
true! The mental health of 
our young people is under 
more pressure now than 
ever before so it is crucial 
that we remind them that 
they are unique and special 
creations of God and that 
they are loved for who they 
are – not compared with 
anyone else. 

In my role as Head Teacher, 
I am fortunate enough to 
be able to observe lessons 
across the school and 
recently I have been thrilled 
to observe some brilliant 

teaching and learning in 
our school. In these times 
of inadequate funding and 
staff shortages, we are very 
fortunate to have the staff 
we have.

Last Friday we came together 
as a school community to 
remember the sacrifice of 
others for us. As time goes 
on it becomes harder for 
us as a nation to remember 
the impact of war … but we 
must never forget. The Peter 
Jackson documentary that 
brought colour to World 
War One, ‘They Shall Not 
Grow Old’ was shown on 
the BBC last Sunday evening 
and brought the conflict to 
life in a way that perhaps 
it hasn’t had up till now. It 
was extremely moving. It is 
also still available on BBC 
iPlayer….

You may recall, a few issues 
ago (Friday 12 October 2018 
– Ed.) I asked for pieces 
on students’ achievements 
outside of school to be 
submitted so that they can 
be featured and celebrated 
in Weekly News.  Our first 
article – in what hopefully 
be a repeating series on 
‘Spotlight on Students’ – appears 
on page 2 and shines a 

light on the achievements 
of Jacob in 7X.  Do please 
send articles and photos to 
office@st-columbas.bexley.
sch.uk 

On page 3 is information 
about tomorrow’s Open Day 
at Christ the King: St Mary’s 
in Sidcup. We consider CTK 
to be our sixth form and 
do recommend it to our 
students. If you have a son in 

Yr 11, why not accompany 
them and see for yourself?

And the last piece of good news for 
this week is that there are only 39 
sleeps till Christmas!

Mr N Fisher
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Jacob 7X

Jacob in 7X is already on the way to developing an acting career 
and here we report on two of his recent engagements.
 
One for The Road was a one act play that featured in a night 
of Pinter plays at The Harold Pinter Theatre in London’s West 
End.  Jacob was the understudy and is pictured here with Paapa 
Essiedu in rehearsals in a studio in Waterloo.

In October Jacob appeared briefly in a flashback scene in  
Holby City and really enjoyed seeing how a television drama 
was filmed.  Here he is pictured with Marcus Griffiths who 
plays Surgical Registrar Xavier ‘Zav’ Duval

Science Department 
SENECA Learning
The science department is currently making use of a free 
learning platform called Seneca Learning. It is a valuable  
resource to use when preparing for an exam or just to  
deepen your understanding of various scientific concepts 
that you may find difficult in class. Your teachers and I will 
monitor your use and identify areas that you may find  
challenging. 

I would recommend you to do little but often to ensure  
success. Please note that the links are class specific. 
 

Mr Bhana
Head of Science

Y11 St1
https://app.senecalearning.com/dashboard/join-class/
UtJuZc7_j

Y11MC
https://app.senecalearning.com/dashboard/join-class/
rwPM17mAP

Y11RH
https://app.senecalearning.com/dashboard/
join-class/8SrdpAolz

Y11SH
https://app.senecalearning.com/dashboard/join-class/
Xk-9f_CXi
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Open  
 Day

REGISTER FOR OUR EVENTS 
ctksfc.ac.uk 

020 8297 9433   |   leadtheway@ctksfc.ac.uk

CTK: Emmanuel
Blackheath 

Saturday 10 November
10am-1pm

CTK: St Mary’s
Sidcup 

Saturday 17 November 
10am-1pm

CTK: Aquinas
Brockley 

Saturday 24 November
10am-1pm

15562 CTK Poster.indd   1 09/10/2018   10:09
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Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Tandoori chicken with rice and naan bread

Lentil Dhal with rice and naan bread

Seasonal vegetables

Chocolate cake

Chicken and puff pastry pie with parsley new potatoes

Mushroom, potato and cheese pie

Seasonal vegetables

Lemon slice

Traditional fish and chips

Southern fried chicken with potato wedges

Cheese and tomato pizza

Chocolate croissants

Caribbean chicken with pineapple, rice and peas

Jamaican patties - chicken or beef

Sweet potato stew

Seasonal vegetables

Pineapple upside down cake

Friday

Sweet and sour pork with egg fried rice

Vegetarian Chow Mein

Seasonal vegetables

Raspberry sponge

Caribbean 

DAY

A selection of sandwiches and baguettes are available and 
Breakfast Club open from 7:50am - 8:20am daily.

two
week commencing

19.11.18
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Year 11 higher November mock topics

Paper 1 non-calc Paper 2 calc Paper 3 calc
Algebraic proof 1/2absinC Adding vectors
Calculating powers and roots Algebraic proof Area and volume of similar shapes
Changing the subject of a formula Box plots Bearings
Cumulative frequency Circle theorems Calculating simple proportion
Dividing algebraic fractions Circumference of a circle - revolutions Calculating the number of combinations
Dividing into a ratio Completing the square and turning points Conversion graphs
Factorising Compound depreciation Drawing vectors
Finding an expression for the perimeter of a shape Constructions Exchange rates
Finding angles using reasons Cosine rule Expanding and simplifying triple brackets
Fractional and negative indices Difference of two squares Functions
Missing mean Direct and inverse proportion Histograms
Multiplying improper fractions Finding the roots from a quadratic equation Quadratic inequalities
Percentage increase Functions Simplifying indices
Proportion - work rate Iteration SOHCAHTOA
Quadratic sequences Linear simultaneous equations Speed, distance, time
Rationalising surds Plans and elevations Standard form
Recurring decimals to fractions Ratio Surface area of a cuboid
Tree diagrams Scatter graphs Using the gradient of a line
Vectors Standard form Volume of a sphere
Volume of a prism Surds
Volume of a sphere Transformations

Two way tables from a word problem
Equipment required for mocks Volume of cuboid

y=mx+c
Remember to have a scientific calculator.

Ask for tracing paper in the exam if you need it.
You will need a protractor for bearings.

*these are not exhaustive lists but are a guide to help you prepare for each paper effectively.

Year 11 foundation Nov mock topics

Paper 1 non-calc Paper 2 calc Paper 3 calc
Area of 2d shapes BODMAS Probability scale
Averages from a table Circumference of a circle - revolutions Metric conversions
Dividing into a ratio Collecting like terms Parts of a circle
Estimating calculations Constructions Solving equations 
Finding angles with reasons Difference of 2 squares Factorise expressions into single brackets
Finding the expression for a perimeter of a shape Drawing a straight line graph Collecting like terms
Fractions into percentages Error intervals Finding the modal number from data
Function machines Expanding double brackets Finding the range from data
Minutes to hours Expanding single brackets Inequalities
Ordering decimals Finding a percentage increase Dividing into a ratio
Ordering numbers Finding the roots from a quadratic graph Fraction of an amount
Probability and Venn diagrams Linear sequences Stem and leaf diagrams
Proportion e.g. takes 6 men 10 days for a job Multiples, cubes. Using a scale drawing
Quadratic sequences Place value Speed
Rounding to decimal places Plans and elevations Simple interest
Simplifying ratios Probability as a fraction Simultaneous equations
Standard form Properties of a shape Using the gradient of a line
Travel graphs Proportion - recipes Exchange rates
Tree diagrams Rounding to significant figures Writing an amount as a percentage of a total
Volume of a cuboid Solving equations with the unknown on both sides Surface area
Volume of a prism Standard form problems Adding vectors

Substituting into expressions Drawing vectors
Equipment required for mocks Transformations - drawing and describing Conversion graphs

Two way table from a worded problem SOHCAHTOA
Remember to have a scientific calculator Using a ratio Reverse percentages

You will need a ruler, protractor and a compass. Using a scale Simplfying indices
Ask for tracing paper in the exam. y=mx+c

*these are not exhaustive lists but are a guide to help you prepare for each paper effectively.
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Yr 11 Foundation  
November Mock Exam Topics

Yr 11 Higher 
November Mock Exam Topics
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As part of our PSHEE program all students 
receive financial education in Maths and RE. 

As part of the links we have made with  
resource providers I would like to make you 
aware of Child Trust Funds.

These funded savings accounts are available 
to all children born between 1st September 
2002 and 2nd January 2011, worth up to 
£1000 each and it is estimated over £1m  
remain unclaimed.

Mr Shoebridge
Head of RE and Financial Education Lead

Background © Kjpargeter - Freepik.com 

1 MILLION Child Trust Funds worth up to £1000 OR MORE are yet to be claimed HAVE YOU FOUND YOURS? 

    

TO HAVE QUALIFIED FOR A CHILD TRUST FUND, YOU MUST HAVE BEEN BORN BETWEEN  
1ST SEPTEMBER 2002 AND  

2ND JANUARY 2011 

CHECK FIRST WITH YOUR PARENT(S)/GUARDIAN 
IF THEY CAN’T HELP, VISIT  WWW.SHARES4SCHOOLS.CO.UK/USEFUL-RESOURCES/FIND-CTF 

  

  

RE-LINK WITH YOUR CHILD TRUST FUND 
 

in partnership with TISA 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

Poster designed by Archie Murray, Colyton Grammar School  
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Help students claim their Child Trust Fund 
worth up to £1,000
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SIMS Parent app is the new way to stay connected

SIMS Parent app is available on iOS, Google Play and Desktop

You can sign in securely to SIMS Parent app using an existing 

account such as Gmail, Twitter or Facebook

Essential school information (e.g. term dates)  

is available instantly on SIMS Parent app.

Information about your child’s school life (e.g. attendance, 

timetable, achievements) is presented on a clear and easy  

to use dashboard in the SIMS Parent app

Parents with more than one child at St Columba’s can access 

information on both children from the SIMS Parent app

Your son’s A2L and assessment data is released via both SIMS 

Learning Gateway and the SIMS Parent app

You can keep school updated with your latest contact details 

for continued communication via SIMS Parent app

Some parents have never accessed their son’s assessment 

data or A2L grades - SIMS Parent app makes it easier

DID YOU KNOW? 

For a re-invite (via email) 

to the SIMS Parent app 

(or alternatively your 

SIMS Learning Gateway 

login and password) 

please email SLG@st-

columbas.bexley.sch.uk 

We need up-to-date 

email addresses for 

you in order for you 

to access your son’s 

information
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Our next film evening will be on Wed 5th Decem-
ber when we will show an outstanding movie on  
St Dominic, the founder of the Order of Preachers  
(aka Dominicans). Dominic struggles to find a cure 
for the infestation of despair in his homeland. Lat-
er, in offering his life in the service of the Church,  
he is exposed to the greater perils of skewed  
Christian doctrines, which the Cathari profess to  
people of dying hopes.
 

The film will be shown in St John Fisher Bexley Church 
Hall, admission free, sub-titles, bar open, Christmas  
charity stall & members of AIC on hand. All welcome. Ar-
rivals from 7pm for 7:30pm start.

LIFT SHARE 
Do you know of anyone who would like to  
come to these events, but needs a lift?  
Are you in a position to give a lift to others? 

If so, please contact Helen, our Lift Share Coordinator on 
07532-124040  helenmrees2@live.co.uk.

OUR LADY’S FILM EVENINGS

OOuurr  LLaaddyy’’ss  FFiillmm  ggrroouupp  iiss  pplleeaasseedd  ttoo  sshhooww  

SStt  DDoommiinniicc    
  

WWeedd  55
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St John Fisher Church Hall 

48 Thanet Road 

Bexley, DA5 1AP 

Tel: 01322-524813 
 

stjfisher@tiscali.co.uk 

www.stjohnfisherbexley.org 

 

 

outstanding movie on life of 

the founder of the Order of 

Preachers 

 

Dominic struggles to find a 

cure for the infestation of 

despair in his homeland. 

Later, in offering his life in 

the service of the Church, he 

is exposed to the greater 

perils of skewed Christian 

doctrines, which the Cathari 

profess to people of dying 

hopes 
 

 

FFRREEEE  AADDMMIISSSSIIOONN      
  

AALLLL  WWEELLCCOOMMEE  
  

SSUUBB--TTIITTLLEESS 
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Film & Camino Evenings 
at 

 

St John Fisher Church Hall 
48 Thanet Road 
Bexley, DA5 1AP 

 

01322-524813 
 

www.stjohnfisherbexley.org 
 

Admission Free - All Welcome 
 

2019 
dates 7:00 PM 

arrivals 
7:30 PM 

start times  unfortunately for licence reasons the actual title of films 
cannot be promoted outside of St John Fisher church 

 

Wed 23-Jan 
Christian 

Unity Octave 
 

 St Thomas Becket: Recently appointed, Thomas 
the new Archbishop of Canterbury takes his 
duties seriously and his devotion to God soon 
brings him into direct conflict with the State and 
his lifelong friend, Henry II, King of England, 
leading to his assassination & martyrdom in 1170. 

Sat 2-Feb 
 

& 
 

 
St Ignatius of Loyola & Camino Ignaciano (part 1): 
illustrated presentation by Tim Bowman on the 
life of St Ignatius, the founder of the Jesuits, in 
the context of the Camino Ignaciano and his own 
walking pilgrimage from Bayonne in France to 
Ignatius’ cave at Manresa near Barcelona, Spain. 

Sat 23-Feb  

 St Ignatius of Loyola (part 2): movie on St 
Ignatius. As a brash, hot-headed soldier in a time 
of political upheaval in Spain in the 1500’s, the 
young Ignatius went from a life of brutal violence 
and debauchery, to become one of the greatest 
saints in the history of the Catholic Church. 

Wed 13-Mar 
 

& 
 

 St Philip Neri (part 1): movie on the famous 
“Third Apostle of Rome” and leader of youth in 
the 16th century. One of the most popular saints 
of all time, known for his great charity, deep 
prayer life, and tremendous humour and founder 
of the religious congregation, the Oratory. 

Wed 20-Mar   St Philip Neri (part 2): featuring recap of part 1. 
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EXTRA-CURRICULAR PROGRAMME

2:30 - 3:30pm Ar2Wednesday Come and Create!   
Mrs Archer

Day ART CLUBYear Groups Time Room

All welcome

 2:30 - 3:15pm En6Thursday Creating the News!  
Miss Cox

Day BBC SCHOOL REPORT CLUBYear Groups Time Room

Yr 7

2:30 - 3:15pm En3Thursday Writing Club         
Mr Dennis

Day ENGLISHYear Groups Time Room

KS3

2:30 - 3:30pm

2:30 - 3:30pm

CS2

CS1

Wednesday

Thursday

Computer Science Club    
Mr Bowden

Computer Science Club  
Mr Williams

Day COMPUTER SCIENCEYear Groups Time Room

KS3

KS4
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2:30 - 3pm Hi1Tuesday History Skills Master Class 
Mrs Loveday-Jones

Day HISTORYYear Groups Time Room

Open to all GCSE 
History students

2:30 - 3:15pm En4Thursday Practice debating skills 
Miss Ransome

Day DEBATING CLUBYear Groups Time Room

KS3

2:30 - 3:15pm Iona TheatreWednesday Express yourself! 
Ms Bridgland

Day DRAMA CLUBYear Groups Time Room

All year groups -  
just turn up!

Day MUSIC CLUBSYear Groups Time Room

2:30 - 3:05pm

2:30 - 3.15pm

Mu2

Mu1

Mu3 / Keyboard Room

Thursday

Friday

All years Choir Boys           Mr Watson

Music Tech Club 2:30 - 3:45pmYr 8-9

KS3 Keyboard Club     Mr Watson

3:05 - 3:35pm Mu3 / Keyboard RoomKeyboard Club     Mr WatsonYr 7-8
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2:30 - 3:40pm

2:30 - 3:15pm

RE1

RE2

RE1
RE3

RE2

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Film Club
Mr Shoebridge 
Mr Egan

KS4 GCSE Homework and 
Revision Club 
Mr Shoebridge  
Mr Olowofoyeku   

After School Enterprise Club 
(business and enterprise) 
Mr Barry

GCSE Catch Up Sessions (Those 
who missed various topics 
in Y10 but not specifically 
targeted)   
Mr Barry

After School

After School

New members 
welcome any time

Yr 9, Yr 10

Yr 11

Yr 9 (from now 
until Christmas)

Yr 8 Christmas to 
Easter

2:30 - 3:30pm

2:30 - 3:20pm

2:45 - 3:45pm

RE3

SC7

Tuesday

Wednesday

KS3 RE homework club  
Mr Shoebridge

Science Club   
Miss Manning-Johnson 

Boy’s Bible Club   
Mr Olowofoyeku

Day

Day

RE

SCIENCE

Year Groups

Year Groups

Time

Time

Room

Room

All welcome

All welcome

Yr 7

RE1

BOY’S BIBLE CLUB

Tuesday

Wednesday

Friday

Rugby Training - Field   Mr Eldridge, Fred Umney   2:45 - 3:45pm

Basketball  -  Sports Hall   Mr Virgo    2:45 - 3:45pm 

Football  -   Mr Eldridge    2:45 - 3:45pm

Youth Club  -  Sports Hall    Mr Creighton   2:45 - 3:45pm

Day PE CLUBSYear Groups

Thursday

Yr 7, Yr 8, Yr 9

All years

All years

Yr 10
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After spending a few minutes considering this Gospel, continue by reading Fr Henry Wansbrough’s reflection.
Jesus saw his mission to be the establishment of the sovereignty of God, the kingship and rule of God over the world, including over our 
rebellious human hearts. Using the language and imagery of his time, he described this ‘earth-shaking’ event in terms of cosmic disturbances. 
The coming of God, the Day of the Lord, would constitute the end of the world as we know it. As Christians we must acknowledge that the 
death and resurrection of Christ utterly changed the world for ever; it was the Day of the Lord. And yet the world still continues, and we have 
still to prepare for a future Day of the Lord, when we will come into that awesome presence. That meeting is pictured in terms of collapse and 
upheaval, our world turned upside down. At death all our familiar realities cease, even the ticking of the clock; at death, time ceases to have 
meaning. We do not know, and have no need to know, when or how this will occur. For all, it will come; everyone will meet the Lord, but will 
we meet Him all together or individually? The Son of Man will gather his own, in great power and glory.
What does this reading have to teach us about the coming of the Son of Man?  Is it something we should be afraid of?  How do we 
best prepare for that Day?
 Dom Henry Wansbrough OSB

3 Reflect

Taken from the Gospel for 18th November 2018 (Mark 13:24-32): The Coming of the Son of Man
Jesus said to his disciples, “In those days, after the time of distress, the sun will be darkened, the moon 
will lose its brightness, the stars will come falling from heaven and the powers in the heavens will be 
shaken. And then they will see the Son of Man coming in the clouds with great power and glory; then too 
he will send the angels to gather his chosen from the four winds, from the ends of the world to the ends of 
heaven. Take the fig tree as a parable: as soon as its twigs grow supple and its leaves come out, you know 
that summer is near. So with you, when you see these things happening: know that he is near, at the very 
gates. I tell you solemnly, before this generation has passed away all these things will have taken place. 
Heaven and earth will pass away, but my words will not pass away. But as for that day or hour, nobody 
knows it, neither the angels of heaven, nor the Son; no one but the Father.”

2 Read

1 Relax & Remember
Set aside 10 -15 minutes and create a suitable environment by removing any distractions. Make sure that you are comfortable. Perhaps 
light a candle. Make the sign of the cross † and remain still for a minute of settling silence. Call to mind the love that God has for 
you. Remember that through this scripture our Lord is truly present. Then read the Gospel, preferably aloud and slowly, and 
pay attention to any words that stand out. If any do, meditate on them for a few minutes and be invited into a dialogue with God.
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Now slowly and prayerfully read the Gospel once again but this time in silence. Consider how this Gospel could apply to your life in general. 
Then thank God for any insight you may have received. Conclude by asking God to bless you with one of the following spiritual gifts to help 
you act on any resolution you have made: love, understanding, wisdom, faithfulness, peace, self control, patience, or joy. Please remember 
to pray for the Church and particularly our school families. Then conclude by requesting the prayers of Our Lady & St Joseph.

4 Respond & Request
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WEDNESDAY WORD PLUS  
Fr Henry’s reflections on the first and second readings of Sunday 18th November 2018

First Reading: The Resurrection of the Dead

Daniel 12:1-3
At that time Michael will stand up, the great prince who mounts 
guard over your people. There is going to be a time of great 
distress, unparalleled since nations first came into existence. 
When that time comes, your own people will be spared, all 
those whose names are found written in the Book. Of those 
who lie sleeping in the dust of the earth many will awake, some 
to everlasting life, some to shame and everlasting disgrace. 
The learned will shine as brightly as the vault of heaven, and 
those who have instructed many in virtue, as bright as stars 
for all eternity.

We are coming towards the end of the Church’s year. This passage looks 
towards the end of all things. It is a crucial passage, for here, for the first 
time in the Bible, the resurrection of the dead is proclaimed. The Book 
of Daniel was written during a great persecution of the Jews, a couple 
of centuries before Christ. Texts, like this in the prophet Daniel, speak 
clearly of the resurrection of those who remain true to the Lord. The 
earlier Israelites pictured the after-life as a sort of powerless, shadowy 
half-existence known as Sheol, where the dead could not even praise 
God. Yet there had also been many hints of conviction that God would 
never desert those who love him: ‘I know that my Redeemer lives, and 
that from my flesh I will look on God,’ said Job. Only now in the Book of 
Daniel, under the stress of the death of martyrs in the persecution, is the 
full truth revealed: at the end of time God will intervene to draw his own to 
himself in fullness of life. In this reading ‘many will awaken’ does not mean 
that some will not awaken; it merely indicates a vast number, the almost 
limitless multitude of the dead.

Martyrs witness to the life of the Lord and the truth of His resurrection: 
which martyrs do you admire most?
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Second Reading: One Single Sacrifice

In this, our last reading from the Letter to the Hebrews, Christ is pictured 
(in the terms of the coronation song, Psalm 110) as the Son of God, sharing 
God’s throne. His sacrifice on the Cross was not an act of vengeance 
by God, inflicting on Jesus the pains which we deserve, then suddenly 
changing his mind and rehabilitating his Son. No, it was the consummate 
act of loving obedience, by which Jesus, on behalf of all humanity, reversed 
the disobedience of Adam and united us all to God. The resurrection (by 
which Christ was raised to glory, the Son of God in power) was God’s 
action by which this renewal of life occurred. The sacrifices of the Old 
Law were partial, temporary and needed to be repeated. Christ’s offering 
in obedience was complete, and could never be repeated. Writing to the 
Corinthians Paul uses the same psalm to show that Christ is waiting to put 
the last great enemy, Death, under his feet, and so present the Kingdom 
to His Father. This is the glorious awakening which is described in the first 
reading from Daniel.

How does this reading from the Letter to the Hebrews enrich our 
understanding of the Resurrection?

Hebrews 10:11-14. 18
All the priests stand at their duties every day, offering over 
and over again the same sacrifices which are quite incapable 
of taking sins away. Christ, on the other hand, has offered 
one single sacrifice for sins, and then taken his place for ever, 
at the right hand of God, where he is now waiting until his 
enemies are made into a footstool for him. By virtue of that 
one single offering, he has achieved the eternal perfection of 
all whom he is sanctifying. When all sins have been forgiven, 
there can be no more sin offerings.

Christ’s offering in
obedience was complete.
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